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Hindus, Unite and Act Against Asuric Forces 

 

THE FOLLOWING KNOWLEDGE IS THE ONLY ANSWER TO HINDUTAVA FOR 

GREATER BHARAT VERSH AND EVENTUALLY FOR THE EMBODIED SOULS TO 

BE RELEASED FROM THE BONDAGE OF BIRTH AND DEATH TO GO BACK TO 

SPIRITUAL PLANETS. THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE IS DEFINITELY NOT TO BE 

CONSIDERED AN ORDINARY MESSAGE AS IT IS BEING DIRECTLY GUIDED BY 

HIGHER AUTHORITIES. Don’t miss your chance to go back to Real Home. Understanding 

and practice start now unless all of you have come to this world to lure it in ever ending 

desires of accumulation:  

 

Great EMPEROR CHANDR GUPT MAURYA (disciple of Sri Chanakya Pundit) STATED 

OVER 2,300 years ago: “If we don’t unite even now then the path is wide open for the 

invaders. Need of the hour is for all of us to unite under one king so that this nation can 

become competent powerful and glorious. And we, the immortal sons and daughters of our 

Mother Land can say… Path of duty lies wide open… MARCH AHEAD, MARCH 

AHEAD.” 

  

Hum Kare Raastra Aradhan 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRThD56doKw 

 

Hum Kare Raastra Aradhan with lyrics-

Chanakya - YouTube 

www.youtube.com 

A Good Song of Rashtra Bhakti and is title 

song of Serial Chanakya(Excellent) Hindi: हम 

कर� रा� आराधना तन से ... 

 

Title 1 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZm8ao9PA-g 

 

====================== 

 

PLEASE OPEN THE RIYAT TRAVELS and you won’t find a single picture of ancient 

Hindu Temple except all Islamic identities in their advertisement… THAT IS WHAT THEY 

CALL IT DIVERSITY IN INDIA (see after opening the website – link provided).  

 

https://www.riyatravels.com/flights/book/india?utm_source=newsletter-6-

aug&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=mega-price-drop-india-flights 



 

Where is the diversity when not a single Hindu temple is shown in the land of great Bhagwan 

Sri Ram Jai Ram, Jai Jai Ram, Jai sri Hanuman Bajrangbali Sankat Mochan, Bhagwan Sri 

Krishn, Jagdambe Mata, Bhagwan Shiv, Rishies, Munies, Yogies, Swamies, Acharyas, 

Gurus, Brahmins, great Learned Scholars, Masters, and all our great exemplified Gods and 

Goddesses, in the above Travel Website?  

 

UNDERSTAND THE PSYCHOLOGY BEHIND THEIR ISLAMIC GAME PLANS THAT 

EVERY HINDU MUST REALIZE IN PROMOTION OF THEIR MOSQUES IN THE 

LAND OF MAHARANA PRATAP, SHIVAJI, BAJI RAO: Over 222 Hindu temples have 

been destroyed in Kashmir alone within the democratic India in the last 20 years and two 

Hindu temples were vandalized just last month alone by Islamic terrorists and simultaneously 

two Hindu temples were destroyed in the country of Islamic Malaysia.  

 

That is the aggressors’ mentalities against Hindu temples. UNDERSTAND THIS VERY 

PSYCHOLOGY OF ISLAMIC MIND: Means, it is the infidels’ sanctuary and they must be 

destroyed as per advice of Islamic Koran..… Is it just accidental that invaders destroyed 

over 45,000 Hindu temples and built mosques over them?   

  

Ecology - Part 1: Matchless Gift to the World: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MvNBNLHVUM 

 

THEN WHAT IS LEFT FOR HINDUS, ALL OVER THE WORLD, WHEN NOT A 

SINGLE HINDU TEMPLE IS SHOWN EVEN IN THE LAND OF BHARAT MATA BY 

THE WORLD’S MAJOR AIRLINES? This is the conspiracy against Hindutava like we our 

Sanstha under the advice of Acharyaji went with full throttle after all the world’s television 

including Chinese CCTV, BBC and media who were very much fond of showing Kashmir as 

part of Pakistan or some were showing away from India, not as part of India on the maps they 

exhibited during any reference to India’s news. Our Sanstha showed the world’s map 

belonging to greater Bharat Mata including China’s land in Bharat Mata, including entire 

Middle-east, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Iraq, North, South and Central America, Mexico, 

Europe, Italy (Ancient Rome), Greece, Macedonia, Mesopotamia, Babylon, American 

Indians, Autralia’s Nature worshipers named Aborigines by the Christian Inquisitors … Well 

that burned their bushes and finally India’s map was caught up by 100s of calls to Indian 

leaders, news media, VHP, RSS and Indian Embassy in the USA and even to USA 

Department of State. We used the simple logic: “Should India show a map of the USA 

excluding Texas? Every year there had been a demand by some Texans to separate State of 

Texas from rest of the USA – in other words, this group has been demanding the separate 

nation of Texas for years. Each year they submit their demand for separation.” Then we sent 

to CCTV and other Chinese television to stop displaying India’s map without Kashmir. 

 

Ecology - Part 2: Answer to Counter the Growing Hate 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVa_Ohy5-_E 

 

Here we used deeper history of King Ashok and how great Masters Bodhi Karma, Lohan, 

Grand Master Damodar brought the teachings of Kung-Fu, Marshal Art to defend Buddhists 



from mischievous ruthless demoniac Chinese kings. Shoaling Buddhist Temples are the 

establishment from great Master Bodhi Karma. Well some fools in ASK.com have disputed 

that claim. Ask the fools, if Buddhism started from USA when it did not even exist over 2300 

years; ask them did Buddhism start from Christianity when Christianity sign was not even 

there during King Ashok time; ask them if Buddhism of china started by Chinese in China 

the entire China was engulfed in violence of many ruthless blood thirsty kings and their diets 

were nothing but pigs, dogs and cats. HOW CHINESE, STRICT BUDDHISTS, ARE STILL 

PURE VEGETARIANS? Well it is because of Mahatma Buddh’s great teachings on Non-

Violence that was spread by the Emperor Ashok after the Kalinga war.  

 

Modi Ji, it is time to pay heed by spreading the PURE MEANING OF HINDUTAVA like 

Emperor Ashok rather hand over the replica of the oldest Mosque to Saudi Arabia on the 

advice of utmost selfish Money boys.  

 

ANSWER HERE: What are those Money Selfish boys promoting through their advice?  

A)              Hindutava 

B)              Or their utmost selfish behavior to exist for short term by promoting Islam 

 

It is time that Hindus must rise realistically from simply indulged in Eating, Sleeping, Mating 

and Fighting like, tooth and nail, for selfish nature filled with utmost greed and cheating 

propensities that is being observed among most Hindus. This nature is absolutely self-

suicidal, self-inflicted ignorance… just keep on filling ever ending deep pockets, by hook or 

crook, but never spends a moment for spreading the TRUE CULTURE OF THE WORLD by 

joining hands with the SEERS. WITH THIS RATE, MORE AGGRESSIVE DEMONS ARE 

TAKING OVER TO THESE HINDU AGGRESSORS, not paying respectfully the meaning 

of the purity of Self Realization on Hindu Dharm in deeper inner consciousness….. ALL BIG 

SHOWS AND UNLIMITED FALSE PRESTIGE, absolutely dead beats, without any world’s 

knowledge, histories, spirituality, morality, consciousness, mercy, respect but very SELF 

CENTERED. If they pay heed learning the Absolute Science of Self-realization and teach 

their children silently with lot of patience like the devotees listening with calmness to 

Acharyaji’s lecture: 

 

OUR GUARANTEE TO EACH SOUL: 

 

If you have that patience listening to Acharyaji’s full speech until the end in YouTube Video 

with calmness, without any interference of Mobile Telephone ringing etc. That tells your mind 

status, then you are heading to the Spiritual Planet such as Krishn Lok, Vakhunth, back to the 

Real Home after giving up this present human’s material dress of nine gates, otherwise keep 

on hanging here with your agitated, anxious mind indefinitely in material planets with 

unlimited destinies, going deeper and deeper in Bhavsagar (Ocean of Miseries) according to 

the Karmic Reaction (CAUSE AND EFFECT). SAVE YOUR LIFE AND UNDERSTAND 

DO NOT DISCARD THIS ADVANCE KNOWLEDGE AS YOUR LIFE IS AT STAKE. 



The Master can only guide souls to pull out from going deeper into unwanted miseries and 

destinies…Are dogs, cats, mice, rats not different kinds of destinies? Save the Minorities as 

well by the meaning of Hindutava. 

 

Of course, one must never deviate from one’s duty and must work diligently and full 

determination to succeed as is advised by Bhagwan Sri Krishn. Nobody expect Hindus to 

become simply hermits as it is deadly against the advice of Bhagwan Sri Krishn. Just running 

away from the duty of work to find easy answer by wandering as hermits is like the impotency 

as was told by Bhagwan Sri Krishn to Arjun.     

 

When will Hindus wake up? You mean to say by the advice of Money boys to present the 

oldest Mosque replica to King of Saudi Arabia! Isn’t the same Saudi Arabia bribed Five 

Million dollars to wicked Sardesai for filtering the news only in favors of the Islamic 

terrorists, and other Muslims who had the consent and hate towards the infidels, by burning 

four bogies with Hindu Children, women, and adults? Don’t you all yet unable to hear the 

voices of screaming of burning children women and adults (RAM SEVAKS) in the hands of 

Islamic terrorists at Godhra railway station for no apparent reason? 

 

Are you all so much desperately busy in making deals after selling your own consciousness, 

then with this attitude by pleasing nuisance, where are you heading the true meaning of 

Hindutva? It is the duty of Hindutva to enforce its meaning of respect for all by exposing the 

terrible demoniac monsters when a helpless, poor defenseless cow asking for mercy being 

slowly bled to death under these Islamic vultures.  

 

Should Hindutva teach them to come out of the vulturous behavior, the very basic teaching 

of HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS otherwise the Halalling mentality leads to crude 

aggressive behavior?   

 

There are 9 Kinds of Aggressors according to Manu Smriti and Bhagavad Gita for supporting 

the mass butchering of Cows, Bulls and other animals… THE LAST ONE IS THE ONE 

WHO APPROVES SUCH AGGRESSORS’ ACTIVITIES…  LIKE GREAT GURU 

DRONACHARYA, and GREAT Grandfather Bhisam Pitamaha. Bhagwan Sri Krishn asked 

Arjun Bhai to get rid of them since they were supporting the evil advisers. 

 

When Bhisham Pitamaha was taking his last breaths, Bhagwan Sri Krishn asked Bhisham 

Pitmaha to give the advice to Yudhister Maharaj. This is what was said by great grandfather 

Bhisam Pitamaha: “I had done the blunder by protecting evil greedy king by forgetting my 

actual promise to protect the nation. There is no one greater than your Mother Land and that 

is what I did not fulfill rather considered the desire of a greedy evil selfish king above the 

nation.” 

 

Well, how long will it be when Hindus respect the meaning of actual Hindutva that can benefit 

the entire humanity rather enforcing their criminal mischief, unlimited violence and agreeing 

to Halal poor defenseless Holy cows and other animals slowly bleeding them to death by the 

advice of very selfish Money Boys? Such criminal activities are enforced more – approved 

by the Head of the Nation presenting the oldest Islamic Mosque replica to Saudi Arabia king. 



 

CAN MAKE THE SHEEP TO EAT DEAD BODY PARTS OF A WOLF? That is called the 

Universal Nature and they are all fixed and immutable. Carnivorous lives are the destinies 

after embodied soul has left the human’s body by the sinful activities in subsisting against the 

Human’s bodily structure by misusing FREEWILL. Only humans are granted Freewill but 

animals are directed under the evolutionary process of consciousness of soul transmigrating 

to Human life. If humans behave, away from: selfish nature, greed, impetuous burning 

material desires, arrogance, cheating propensities, ignorance, violence, hate, dislike, false 

prestige, conceit, lies, misbehavior, lust, fault finding, egocentric puffed-up harsh behaviors, 

anger. If you are riding this train, get off that evil mind train now and catch the right train 

with the great Seer going back to the Spiritual Planets after giving away this human’s material 

dress. These are the requirements to go to Vaikhunth, Krishn Lok (ARE YOU READY TO 

JOIN NOW OR WILL YOU THINK AT THE TIME OF LAST BREATH? – Practice starts 

now not just when leaving the last breath!) 

 

a)         Truthfulness: Never cheat fellow humans. Are you not guaranteed your 

salaries? So what is the need to spread hands constantly? Why can’t they live 

within their means rather making side deals with the public? Are they not 

appointed to do their job as the people’s servants? What is the fuss then for more 

demands? Fire them if they cannot live within the salaries and hire instead who 

can do the job honestly without any side kick bribes. 

b)         Cleanliness: External and internal cleanliness of Man (mind), Vachan 

(words), Karm (exhibit of action), Heart. That does not mean to cause unlimited 

diseases by dumping unprotected stray dogs to be run over by automobiles and 

as well creating unlimited unhygienic, unclean conditions causing feces flies to 

cause Cholera with fever, vomiting and dysentery.  Failure to understand these 

valuable understanding, one’s hell is 100% guaranteed – NO DELIVERANCE 

TO SELFISH SOULS.    

 

c)          Mercy to all lives as life comes from life… that does not mean to dump 

dogs and cows on the streets. They must be kept protected like small children 

in their shelters rather sent on the streets. Cows left on the street are eating from 

decayed filthy garbage and thus providing contaminated milk. Are there laws to 

mend these problems? Yes, it is the duty of the government to enforce against 

dumping stray dogs for the sake of mercy and cleanliness including cows so 

they do not subsist upon the filthy decayed garbage, seen throughout India. 

WHAT KIND OF MERCY WILL YOU CALL THIS? 

 

d)         Austerity: Must never deviate from the Principles of Pious activities and 

purity of Dharm. 



 

e)          Fearlessness: Must never compromise by enforcing evil into Dharma – 

always be steadfast in the conviction of values meant for all. 

 

f)           Purification of One’s existence: Naturally, if one supports the Kans 

behavior or Ravan’s behavior how can such person maintains purification of 

his/her existence in this very short duration of human’s life? Practice starts 

today. The Money boys (advisers) will also leave behind all their accumulations 

but their Karmic negative actions enforcing Islamic behavior will be extremely 

fatal upon them after giving up the material dresses.  

 

g)         Cultivation of Spiritual Knowledge: When will you start? Is there a fix 

date? Well, time and tide wait for no one… Many dictators came and 

disappeared with the foul dirty sandy wind.   

 

h)        Charity: For spreading Dharma throughout the world with the help of 

learned Brahmins, arranging lectures among Dalits, Minorities and Adivashies, 

without fail for their self-existence unless they are willing to eat dead bodies of 

murdered holy cows’ halal meat by enforcing Islam through their advice to hand 

over the oldest Mosque replica to Saudi Arabia’s king.  

 

i)            Self-Control: Check the aggressive automobile drivers including motor 

cyclists on Indian roads – you will find most are extremely behaving very 

demoniac impatiently without respect to others… Well that is showing all their 

Poojas have become meaningless. It is very important to have schools teaching 

Gyan. Without Gyan, humans are existing like a blind person walking on the 

street aimlessly. 

 

j)           NONVIOLENCE: MAHATMA BUDDH, the 9th Incarnate of OM 

(AUM) that is Bhagwan Sri Krishn, and Mahatma Gandhi followed greatest 

message on Non-Violence and same message was followed in South Africa by 

Mandela, by Martin Luther King Jr in the USA, Poland and other countries. 

Martin Luther King stated: “When I go to any country, I go as a tourist, but 

when I go to India, I go as a pilgrim because it is the land of Non-violence that 

he learned from Mahatma Gandhi.”  



 

OVER 35 YEARS AGO, we added one more sentence to the above statement that 

Mahatma Gandhi learned the message of Non-Violence from Bhagavad-Gita as was 

spoken by Bhagwan Sri Krishn over 5,200 years ago and such valuable knowledge was 

sent by fax, email and by post to thousands of people including NAACP offices all 

across USA and later on a consistent basis on the Martin Luther King’s holiday that 

America celebrates each year. BUT no young Hindu is out there doing so and did not 

do so before except organizing their Samaj(s) and remained within their small mentality 

groups and still it is the same: NO CHANGE IN THEIR SHALLOW MENTALITIES. 

By their actions they prove divided India in the USA.  

 

k)         Simplicity: Do you find simplicity or total exhibit of false-prestige, 

show-off, power, position, arrogance, envious, puffed-up to brim, harsh like a 

sword striking sword? These evils are end up to be shoved into lower lives. 

(Read Bhagavad-Gita Chapter 16 on demoniacs). 

l)           Aversion to Fault Finding: It is very common disease from house to 

house. If a Master informs good qualities, the mischievous person will always 

oppose. Instead looking deeper into one’s self-consciousness, such an 

evil person will find more faults on the truthful advice on Bhagavad-Gita 

because he/she is loaded with evil nature of deceitful activities. Instead of 

looking deeper into one’s consciousness by self-examining the mind, the 

demoniacs become agitated to the stage of revengeful. Even if Sri Krishn 

Bhagwan was personally present to tell some godly qualities to demoniacs, their 

agitation increases like Duryodhan, ready to send army to kill even Bhagwan 

Sri Krishn.  

 

It is said that by giving a good counsel to a demoniac is like feeding milk to a poisonous 

snake that its venom increases 100 folds as was stated by great Political Moralist, Sri 

Vidur in the Court of Maharaja Dhritarashtra over 5,200 years ago. Are the things 

changed? No they have multiplied thousands of times. 

 

And there are many other attributes to the godly qualities and they are:  

·         Freedom from anger;  

·         Renunciation with the mind without attachment, not running in the jungles;  

·         Compassion for all living beings; 

·         Gentleness; 



·         Modesty; 

·         Steady Determination to do good; 

·        Vigor;  

·         Forgiveness; 

·         Fortitude; 

·         Freedom from covetousness; 

·         Tranquility; 

·         Study of the Vedas; 

·         Freedom from Envy; 

 

·         Freedom from the passion for honor… THESE TRANSCENDENTAL QUALITIES, O 

SON SOF BHARAT, BELONG TO GODLY PERSON ENDOWED WITH DIVINE 

QUALITIES. 

It is extremely important to know that compassion and non-violence must not be ever 

allowed on those who refuse to accept the meaning of compassion and non-violence.  

"Mother India" - Advance Science of Ecology 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0msA2YJQI9k 

 

·         Well if an intruder entered into your house, ready to murder your family, would you be 

simply watching the show to see your family gets killed by terrorist? OR WOULD YOU DO 

SOMETHING TO PROTECT AND DEFEND YOUR LOVED ONES? Well that does not 

mean you are doing violence against the intruder but you are defending small children, women 

from the hands of ruthless murderers. It is everyone’s duty. Afghanistan (ancient name 

Gandhar) was the Hindu country (Gandhri was married King Dhristraj) but after the advent 

of Mahavir and Mahamta Buddha, most Hindus took the meaning of non-violence absolutely 

in a different perspective and the results that Islamic sword ruthlessly mass butchered, 

murdered, raped, arson, rob the followers and burned Tuxila University, Nalanda University 

and destroyed many Temples because no more Veer Khatriyas were there to defend from the 

Islamic sword.  They all got the meaning of non-violence even against the self- defense. Our 

Acharyaji has very well stated that both Sri Mahavir and Mahatma Buddha were born to 

Kshatriys and thus they could not possibly misguide people not to defend. There are many 

examples of great Mahatma Buddha exhibiting his Kshatriya’s qualities. Our Master strongly 

believe that all these misguidance entered by the followers of Sri Mahavir Jain and Mahatma 

Buddha because one cannot discount the human’s nature to protect one’s own family and 



children. Mother will never allow her infant to be snatched by an intruder and don’t say 

anything. Is it possible? So this blame goes to the followers not the Dharmacharyas who had 

emphasized the need of Nonviolence at the time of need. 

 

Humans do not have neither carnivorous sharp grinding teeth, claws, paws; humans have flat 

molars found in all Herbivore animals including flat nails. The digestive Hydro-chloric acid 

(HCL) in carnivore animals such as wolves, foxes, Dogs, Cats has 20 times stronger acid than 

Herbivore animals such as Horses, Cows, Goats including humans. Carnivores perspire 

through tongues when Herbivores such as cows, horses, goats perspire through skin pores like 

humans do; Intestinal tract in Herbivores and humans is 12 times their bodily length when in 

Carnivore animals it is only three times their bodily length so that they can pass toxic decay 

waste quickly instead of getting cancer. There are many other reasons, why humans must not 

exercise their God’s gifted Free will in the wrong direction for eating animals. 

  

Famous British historian and writer Mr. Bernard Shaw wrote that with all the expanded 

visions, humans have not yet determined what food must they subsist upon but the so called 

dumb goat knows very well what her diet is? Are humans truly that much dumb? Yes, they 

are very well misguided and caused themselves to fall down by the various schemes and under 

various groupings. But the soul is atomic, individual, part and parcel of the same Almighty 

God, so what is the reason to be misled by fools under various schemes and grouping. 

WORLD OF CHEATERS AND BE CHEATED! You come in my company, you get this 

much material benefit and these are various schemes going under one group or the other group 

and eventually find nothing but frustration.  

 

Just listen to the advice of Acharyaji as stated in his video and the godly qualities listed above. 

Always be a self-guided inner teacher as the Master can simply direct the souls but it is the 

individual to practice. 

 

EMPEROR CHANDR GUPT MAURYA STATED OVER 2,300 years ago: “If we don’t 

unite even now then the path is wide open for the invaders. Need of the hour is for all of us 

to unite under one king so that this nation can become competent powerful and glorious. And 

we, the immortal sons and daughters of our Mother Land can say… Path of duty lies wide 

open… MARCH AHEAD, MARCH AHEAD.” 

  

Hum Kare Raastra Aradhan 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRThD56doKw 

 

 Call To Youth 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rvXtce6MlQ 

  

Aao Bachho Tumhe Dikhayen Jhank Hindustan Ki 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0nUfE_UIkE 



  

Aye Mere Watan Ke Logon 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvG6ptzc1Go&list=RDY0nUfE_UIkE 

  

Ab Tumhare Hawale Watan - Indian Patriotic Song 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvSeGR-qcz0&list=RDY0nUfE_UIkE 

  

Hum Laye Hain Kashti Toofan Se Nikalke - Jagriti Song 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddrx8288qwA 

  

Vande Mataram Anand Math Lata Hemant Bankim Original 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xj1Iy4nRMkc&list=RDY0nUfE_UIkE 

  

Vande Mataram - Lata Mangeshkar 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6PHJg9D_Sk&list=RDY0nUfE_UIkE 

  

Yeh Desh Hai Veer Jawanon Kaa 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWnPJY_o7tw&list=RDY0nUfE_UIkE 

  

jaha daal daal par sone ki chidiya 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-50qe9qrUDk&list=RDY0nUfE_UIkE 

  

Ae maalik tere bande hum 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2CJZiP4_Sc&list=RDY0nUfE_UIkE 

  

Hai Preet Jahan Ki Reet Sada 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVJ1O3TEOjs&list=RDY0nUfE_UIkE 

  

Gunga Jumna 'Insaaf Ki dagar Pe' 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DUoUULuWNM&list=RDY0nUfE_UIkE 

  

  

Ecology - Part 1: Matchless Gift to the World: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MvNBNLHVUM 

 

Ecology - Part 2: Answer to Counter the Growing Hate 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVa_Ohy5-_E 

 

"Mother India" - Advance Science of Ecology 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0msA2YJQI9k 

 

Title 1 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZm8ao9PA-g 

 


